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Abstract A writer can scribble (or type) all day long in
the safety (and comfort) of his or her home or office or
hotel room or even hospital bed. However ... at some point
the “professional author” has to interact with the “publish-
ing industry” in order to let the unsuspecting citizens of the
world know about his or her writing. This interaction with
the said “publishing industry” can be rewarding, it can be
amusing and it can be occasionally stultifying (allegedly).
The limerick given herein was inspired by my interactions
with the veritable “publishing industry” in 2013.
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Introduction

I believe that the first mention of poetry in the Springer
journal SILICON occurred in 2014 [1]. In its various forms,
poetry is one of the oldest forms of communication. It is
“art” in one of the most pure states.

Following on from the publication of “A Limerick for
Paul, Maurice and Christopher” that appeared in the
unique and pioneering magazine MOULIN ROUGE [2],
we are offering a limerick from the Editor-in-Chief of

The new section of SILICON that I have named “POETS′ COR-
NER” is a respectful bow in the direction of the South Transept of
Westminster Abbey in London.
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SILICON (Dr. Stephen John Clarson) as the first contribu-
tion to POETS’ CORNER.

Share and enjoy.

On Editing (From a Hospital Bed)

An editor was editing a lot

T’s were crossed and i’s given a dot

A reaction permission

Delayed a submission

So . . . “to publish or perish” . . . or not?
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